Caesarstone
Ultimo Collection

The finer things in life need a lighter touch, which is why Caesarstone brings you The Ultimo Collection – a be-spoke range of slimline 13mm surfaces. Lightweight and in vogue, 13mm Caesarstone offers an ultra-modern aesthetic without compromising on durability. Make an unforgettable impression by enhancing your kitchen or bathroom interior with 13mm Caesarstone surfaces.

*Trade, movement and graining of actual product may vary from sample or image. We recommend that you select your preferred slab at the distributor nearest you.
1111
Vivid White
13mm | Polished

Vivid White is our most brilliant-white Caesarstone colour yet. With a crisp, clean finish, apply Vivid White to your interior to create a pristine finish, whether on your countertops, bathroom vanities or splashbacks.
4001
Fresh Concrete
13mm | Honed

Fresh Concrete is the lightest concrete-inspired design in the Caesarstone palette. With a gentle, duck-egg motif, Fresh Concrete helps to create a gentle industrial flavour in any interior design scheme.
Caesarstone’s new Statuario Maximus marble-inspired design features broad shades of grey veins sweeping across its soft white base colour, further enriched by delicate background veins.

Statuario Maximus will make a luxurious statement in kitchens, bathrooms, commercial and furniture applications.
2141 Snow
13mm | Polished

Sophisticated and fine-grained, Snow Caesarstone’s off-white tones are a perfect match for any design style and motif. Elegance and restraint characterise this surface that can be used as an anchoring element for any design.

3141 Osprey
13mm | Polished

Inspired by nature, Osprey’s even grain allows this surface to complement a variety of interior designs and contrasting materials. With an off-white base, apply Osprey to any area of the kitchen or bathroom for a durable, hygienic and attractive finish.

2230 Linen
13mm | Honed

Linen is an organic neutral; finely grained and exceptionally versatile when it comes to interior colour palettes. Inspired by linen cloth, the taupe tones of Linen Caesarstone are ideally suited to a neutral kitchen or bathroom design.

2370 Mocha
13mm | Polished

Mocha surfaces offer a milk chocolate, fine-grained look, bringing a neutral colour palette to any interior space. Its high polish finish is easy to clean and, as with all Caesarstone surfaces, requires no sealing.

4003 Sleek Concrete
13mm | Honed

Inspired by industrial interior design trends, Sleek Concrete is an even, deep grey surface with an off-polish finish. Sophisticated, yet demure, Sleek Concrete creates a strong, neutral base from which to add pops of colour to your design.
Bathrooms Reimagined

Create an elegant bathroom sanctuary with lightweight, 13mm Caesarstone surfaces. Ideal for vanity countertops, splashbacks, cabinetry, wall and shower cladding, take your design scheme to the next level with a luxury Caesarstone finish.

Effortless to clean, Caesarstone’s non-porous qualities prevent unwanted mildew and bacteria build up. Our generous slab size means fewer joins and less grouting for that timeless, seamless effect. With Caesarstone’s lifetime material warranty, rest assured of a lifelong aesthetic.

Low maintenance living

Caesarstone surfaces require minimal maintenance to keep them looking like new. Just gentle cleaning with soap and water, or mild detergent ensures ease of care for long-lasting lustre...
Quality & service

As passionate as we are about design, we are equally committed to providing the best quality and service. Caesarstone has received worldwide recognition for our commitment to quality, safety and environmental standards. Each and every one of our surfaces is carefully inspected to ensure it meets the highest level of international quality standards. Our surfaces come with a comprehensive lifetime residential warranty and professional customer support in over 50 countries worldwide.

Installation suggestion

Due to their light weight, 13mm countertops require a minor adjustment to the manufacturing of the cabinetry. The cabinetry should be fixed into position and levelled with a flat, plywood subtop built into or fixed on top of the cabinet top. The plywood subtop should be at least 16mm thick and must be able to provide support at inside corners and across long spans.
Inspire to Design

For more information contact us:
083 608 5810 or marketing@interslab.co.za
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